AT WORK COLLECTION
modern design at an affordable price

Design Tip: A standing height desk is
a great companion to your standard
desk, or it can serve as a walk-up
work station, buffet or project table.

An Agile Design for Modern Offices
Build an attractive, high-functioning office with straightforward design elements and
versatile At Work Collection furniture. Reception, office, meeting and training areas all
benefit from the agility of furniture pieces that you can set up in a way that fits your
routines. As work groups grow and change over time, so do their furniture needs, and the
At Work Collection is there, ready to move into action.
Tables double as desks for the office or in the training room, or fasten together as small
group workstations. Mobile storage and file cabinets roll smoothly to where they are
needed. People share a meal at a small table that can later be used for a meeting. Add an
organizer hutch to a standing-height table to create a project center.

Design Tip: A round
table is just the thing
for small groups
working together, for
taking a coffee break
or a quick lunch. >

Understated textures and patterns, a blend of modern materials and beautiful color contrasts
create a harmonious environment. Add storage cabinets, file cabinets, credenzas and tables

Assuring Selection, Quality and Value

tailored to each individual in your office.
Affordable furniture that works with you, even as your work changes over time: that’s great value!

We believe that the right color and style can transform an office. A new look
can impart a whole new atmosphere and energy. Add in quality materials and
construction, an affordable price, and furniture that suits you perfectly, and

X

you’ve got a product that gives you an excellent value. To us, furniture with those
qualities is worthy of our NBF Signature Series label.

Scan this code to
watch and learn
more about the
At Work Collection.

What our customers
think about the

At Work Collection Set Options:

At Work Collection
Great desks for small spaces
★★★★★ 5 out of 5

Training Room Set

Compact L-Desk Set (2)

I have ordered this desk several times now for my office
because it provides the user with ample room to work,
space to conduct meetings and it is perfect for open office
areas where modular furniture would usually be utilized.
The 60 sq. in. footprint is perfect for small office areas,
especially when you need to provide space for two people
to work without cluttering the room.

Great height
★★★★★ 5 out of 5

This table is a great height to be able to stand up and
work. We use them in an art department as a work surface
for cutting and assembling materials, as well as for
spreading out artwork for review. Great table.

Small Conference Room Set w/ Storage

Compact L-Desk Set (4)

Great unit with plenty of space
★★★★★ 5 out of 5

Sturdy and visually appealing, goes well with the rest of
the At Work set. Big drawers with plenty of room for files
and storage. Comes pre-assembled, just need to attach
handles and casters. Nice and easy!

Very happy with this desk
★★★★★ 4 out of 5

The desk went together easily and looks great! We will
probably be purchasing more in the future.

Round Conference Room Set

Compact L-Desk Set (6)

Compact L-Desk with Storage Set

Executive Office Suite

At Work Collection Modular Pieces
Desk and Table Options:

Compact L-Desk 60"x60"
Reversible L-Desk 72"x72"
Executive L-Desk 78"x72"
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72"x30"
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Standing Height Table 48"x24"
Standing Height Table 60"x30"

Standing Height Table L-Desk

Storage Options:

Mobile Storage
Pedestal

Mobile File
Pedestal

Two-Drawer
Lateral File

Reception Options:

Storage Cabinet

Three-Shelf
Bookcase

Storage Cabinet
w/ Glass Doors

Counter Height
Credenza w/ Glass
Doors

Credenza Buffet

Accessories:

Conference Options:

60" Hutch Organizer
72" Hutch Organizer

Standard Reception Station

Reception L-Desk (right return)
Reception L-Desk (left return)

42" Round Conference Table

6' Conference Table
8' Conference Table

60" Glass Divider Panel

Efficiency Starts at the Lobby
Attractive, functional reception areas begin with good design. With the At Work Collection,
you select a basic reception desk or reception L-desk as your centerpiece, and work from
there to create a lobby that works smoothly and efficiently.

Reception L-Desk (right return)
Reception L-Desk (left return)

Reception Desk

Design Tip: Mobile storage and file
cabinet pedestals make a great
addition to any reception desk. The
pedestals add extra storage for
paperwork and office equipment and
can be easily moved to other areas in
the office.

